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Exploring Software-Defined
Networking with Brocade

This paper provides an overview of Software-Defined
Networking (SDN), its expected role in cloud-optimized
networks, and the Brocade plans for SDN support.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging concept that
proposes to disaggregate the traditional vertically integrated
networking stack in order to improve network flexibility and
manageability. SDN will enable “mass customization” of network
operations to better support differentiated cloud services.
Software-Defined Networking comprises a group of technologies
that open the data, control, and management planes of the network
to participate more easily in broader orchestration frameworks
through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). These APIs
also facilitate the development of a rich new set of network
applications and services from a wider range of sources, including
independent developers, Value-Added Resellers (VARs), and user
organizations themselves.

OVERVIEW
Software-defined networks and the physical network infrastructure their traffic traverses
have a deeply symbiotic relationship. The architecture of the physical network infrastructure
significantly affects latency, resilience, and overall performance. SDNs will be far more
flexible than traditional device-centric networking, but the new options they will provide and
the new operational paradigm will bring about complexity of a different sort in the near term.
Improving architectural simplicity, automation, and resilience in the underlying physical
network will, in fact, improve the performance and operational feasibility of SDNs.
In this paper you will learn about the range of SDN technologies that are currently evolving
and how they can be applied to a series of cloud-related challenges. In addition, this
paper will illustrate how Brocade is implementing SDN both vertically—in data, control, and
management planes—and across its portfolio in order to provide users with a truly open
cloud-optimized network, built on a resilient, automated fabric foundation.
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SDN in the Data Plane

VXLAN, NV-GRE and STT

Virtual Local-Area Networks (VLANs) were invented in the 1980s in order to extend the
physical reach and scale of Ethernet networks of the time, and to allow users or hosts to be
brought together into logical groups less constrained by physical location. However, server
virtualization has exposed several limitations of traditional VLANs. Server virtualization is
I/O-intensive, but Layer 2 domains are limited to 4,000 VLANs. In addition, VLAN traffic can
not cross Layer 2 boundaries, which constrains Virtual Machine (VM) mobility. Finally, modern
cloud providers have multitenancy isolation requirements that are much more granular than
can be supported with VLANs.

Virtual eXtensible LAN (VXLAN), Network
Virtualization using Generic Routing
Encapsulation (NV-GRE), and Stateless
Transport Tunneling (STT) are three
examples of proposed overlay protocols,
each with a different encapsulation
method and currently in various stages
of standardization. All of these protocol
proposals effectively acknowledge that
the new network edge is not the access
layer, but a hypervisor-based vSwitch,
and that the tunnels terminate within
virtualized hosts. These protocols do
not address physical connectivity or
functioning, and the physical network
does not automatically have visibility into
tunneled traffic. The physical network can
still ensure network policies and services
at the encapsulation/decapsulation points,
but this can only be an intermediary step to
full data plane abstraction. Organizations
deploying overlay tunnels should expect
their network infrastructure providers
to enable tunnel visibility as the tunnel
protocols themselves mature.

Fully virtualizing networks by creating overlay tunnels provides a means around many of these
limitations. More meaningfully, these modern tunneling techniques have been designed
specifically to meet the requirements of data centers with dense server virtualization and
cloud architectures. They allow administrators to create logical overlay networks, linking or
grouping virtual compute and storage resources as needed to rapidly deliver a desired IT
service. Workload-specific policies are automatically applied as part of the tunnel setup.
This work can be conducted without interfering with the functioning of the physical network,
reducing overall deployment time and confining potential errors or disruptions to the logical
service in question.
In sum, overlay networks deliver more efficient asset utilization by aligning networking more
naturally with VM requirements. Such networks also allow network operators to deploy them
rapidly and flexibly in a fine-grained, workload-centric way, as part of a specific end-to-end
IT service.

Network Virtualization and Ethernet Fabrics
While network virtualization clearly solves a number of challenges for modern virtualized
data centers, it does add complexity of a different sort. Both physical and overlay networks
now need to be managed concurrently, but at present do not have visibility of one another.
In order to take full advantage of overlay networks, automation of basic tasks in the
physical network therefore becomes critical. Ethernet fabrics are an evolutionary form
of Ethernet that provide a flatter, highly available network architecture with some degree
of automation. Brocade® VCS® fabric technology provides a particularly resilient, automated
fabric architecture with intrinsic VM awareness. Using Brocade VCS Fabric technology
as the physical underpinning of overlay networks can be especially beneficial, for the
following reasons:
• Efficient, reliable delivery of tunneled traffic. Network virtualization expands the scope
and flexibility of virtual I/O aggregation by policy, but traffic still relies on the performance,
resilience, and services of the physical infrastructure it traverses. Brocade VCS Fabric
technology provides a highly resilient, low-latency physical transport foundation for network
virtualization. VCS technology provides per-packet round-robin load balancing even within
overlay environments, improving Link Aggregation Group (LAG) utilization and greatly
reducing the potential for tunnel congestion problems.
• Simplifies concurrent management of physical and virtual networks. VCS fabrics
themselves are highly automated, from fabric formation to self-managing recovery
mechanisms. In addition, VCS fabrics are automatically aware of all VMs (and other
host devices) attached to them, and they maintain connectivity and appropriate policies
wherever the VMs may be physically located or may move to. Brocade VCS Fabric
technology facilitates visibility into tunneled flows for monitoring and troubleshooting, and
it may in some use cases dynamically enable port profiles even within the tunnels. Overlay
networks allow traffic to traverse Layer 2 boundaries, giving fabric users a means of
transporting VM traffic across discontinuous network fabrics.
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• Service assurance for tunneled traffic. Brocade VCS and Brocade MLX® support for
overlay tunneling helps ensure that Quality of Service (QoS), access control, and other
policies will be consistently applied throughout the overlay environment. This can be
performed at the encapsulation or decapsulation points, or by switches traversed by
tunnels, where the switch makes forwarding decisions based on the external header.
Planned VCS enhancements to support inter-data center fabric-to-fabric traffic and more
granular multitenancy features will also incorporate APIs to allow integration with and
extension of the tunnel..
Brocade is working to implement hardware-enabled VXLAN and NV-GRE support within
Brocade VCS fabrics, as well as the Brocade MLX Series core routers. Brocade may also
develop support for other new types of tunneling techniques in the future, as tunneling
protocols become more clearly defined and in response to customer interest.

SDN in the Control Plane
The previous section discussed new forms of data plane abstraction; however, the tunneling
techniques discussed above must be enabled through some form of “network hypervisor”
control mechanism. Effectively, the abstracted control plane functions as the “services layer”
of an SDN stack, where new or more personalized network functionality and services are
defined and managed.
It is important to understand what the control plane options are, as control plane choices
must be informed by an IT organization’s philosophy about sourcing and strategic vendors.
Broadly speaking, control plane options are either hypervisor vendor-centric (for example,
VXLAN control features in VMware vCenter and vCloud Director), or some form of OpenFlowbased controller. OpenFlow does not specify any particular tunneling mechanism; instead, it
provides extensions for developing to any desired tunneling protocol.
Since vendor-centric control mechanisms are relatively well defined and understood, this
section will focus on OpenFlow.

What Is OpenFlow?
OpenFlow is an early-stage communications protocol that gives access to the forwarding
plane of a network switch or router over the network, facilitating more sophisticated traffic
management, especially for virtualized and cloud environments. The OpenFlow standard
is managed by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), whose mission also includes the
promotion of SDN technologies as a whole.
In a classical router or switch, the data plane and the control plane reside on the device.
OpenFlow enables part of control plane operations to run on external servers called
controllers. In practice, an OpenFlow API is generally a feature added to commercial network
devices, whose hardware architecture and features remain crucial to network performance.
The standard control plane of the device remains in place and performs all functions not
currently defined within OpenFlow. In addition, most OpenFlow-enabled devices can also
support both OpenFlow traffic and non-OpenFlow traffic, with mechanisms for determining to
which pipeline each traffic flow should be routed.
New forms of traditional control plane applications such as security or specialized QoS
functions—and even entirely new applications—may be written to these controllers, as
shown in Figure 1 below. This will enable cloud and hosting providers, in particular, to
develop and market more truly differentiated services to their clients. Traditional
enterprises can also benefit from this type of third-party network application development,
for example, in developing capabilities that help meet the operational or regulatory
requirements of their industry.
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Those interested in deploying OpenFlow should be aware that in the near term, they
themselves may be responsible for ensuring interoperability of network devices, controllers,
and applications, until a new SDN ecosystem with clear players and fully defined
standards matures.
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Figure 1.
OpenFlow-based SDN stack.
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Use Cases for Control Plane Abstraction
SDN will enable a wide variety of use cases as the technologies mature. In the near term,
these are some of the most commonly envisioned scenarios:
• Service assurance through flow optimization in the Wide-Area Network (WAN).
Public cloud providers may wish to ensure their Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) by
maintaining visibility and control of traffic all the way to the client’s network edge. This can
be achieved by deploying OpenFlow-enabled devices both at the cloud provider edge and
client ingress, with both devices communicating to the cloud provider OpenFlow controllers.
OpenFlow can also help provide granular control of inter-data center traffic, including
backup or disaster recovery operations.
• Service differentiation through rapid customization. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
ability to develop new features quickly for highly specialized use cases is appealing to
many, particularly in the cloud and hosting space, as it can provide opportunities for timely
service differentiation and incremental monetization of the network. Such use cases might
take the form of new security offerings, service levels, or bandwidth on demand.
• Service velocity through highly scalable and easily orchestrated network
virtualization. By defining within the controller a set of policies that can be applied to any
number of flows at need, the operator is able to truly divorce the service delivered to the
client from the physical location(s) of the infrastructure supporting it.

Brocade and OpenFlow
OpenFlow provides new opportunities for rapid service innovation and monetization for
organizations with the in-house resources to develop and deploy them. Brocade therefore
believes that OpenFlow will initially be of greatest interest to service providers and large
enterprises with early-adopter IT cultures and active cloud deployments. Virtually all of the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF) board members fit this profile, and it is likely that the first
standardized OpenFlow applications will be of greater interest to IT organizations of this type
than to the typical enterprise.
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Early adopters of OpenFlow tend to have extremely demanding expectations of their
underlying physical networks. Brocade prioritized OpenFlow development on its 100 GbE
Brocade MLXe® Series routers, along with the Brocade NetIron® CES/CER Series edge
platforms. In 2012, the Brocade CES/CER platform will support standard OpenFlow. This will
allow users to create logical networks for multitenancy purposes via L2 over L3 tunneling—not
just any rack to any rack within the data center, but also between data centers or to customer
sites over the WAN—while maintaining control over resources regardless of their location.
OpenFlow could also be used by carriers to enable logical cellular networks over a shared
wireless infrastructure.
As you have seen, successful network virtualization implementation depends on a solid,
highly automated physical network infrastructure. This can be accomplished by implementing
OpenFlow in the edge model with Brocade CES/CER access devices, with a Brocade VCS
fabric forwarding the traffic in the aggregation tier. Brocade will continue to broaden support
for OpenFlow across other platforms.

Managing Software-defined networks within Clouds
Most discussions of SDN stop at the control and data planes; however, abstraction of the
management layer is critical to enable orchestration applications to interact more holistically
with the networking elements, if a cloud-optimized solution is to be considered. Moreover,
this provides interfaces for cloud platform systems that enable end-to-end management of all
the elements of the cloud such as compute, storage, and network. Applications built on these
platforms help customers to deploy Infrastructure-as-a-Service architectures rapidly and to
manage those services with ease.
OpenStack is one such cloud platform that provides the infrastructure to build cloud services
and applications that are simple to implement and are massively scalable. Formed in July
2010 by Rackspace Hosting and NASA, OpenStack is an open-source community that has
had significant traction with over 2,685 people and 156 member companies. OpenStack
has various projects or components—including Compute (Nova), Storage (Swift), Network
(Quantum), and Dashboard (Horizon)—that are released on a regular basis. OpenStack is
optimized for the cloud, as it enables interoperability between different vendor clouds, is
designed to be massively scalable, and provides seamless management between private and
public clouds.
Brocade is committed to OpenStack and is optimizing its portfolio of products for providing
plugins to the networking layers of OpenStack. The Brocade OpenStack solutions will provide
an important element as current architectures transition to cloud-optimized architectures.
By providing a virtualized networking platform as a foundation, Brocade along with OpenStack
will facilitate automation of resource deployment, enabling customers to deploy multi-tier
applications in data-centers.
Open Compute Cloud Architecture

Figure 2.
The Brocade commitment to OpenStack.
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OpenStack and Brocade VCS Fabric Technology
Brocade VCS Fabric technology augments OpenStack’s objective of enabling massively
scalable cloud solutions. The Brocade VCS technology provides OpenStack (or any other
cloud orchestration platform) with a single logical switch view to a cluster of physical switches
by leveraging the service-level abstractions provided by distributed fabric intelligence. This
fabric-level intelligence offloads the orchestration of individual network elements from
OpenStack and thus allows the orchestration platform to scale to large-scale deployments.
Brocade is demonstrating OpenStack capabilities, starting with Brocade VCS technology
using OpenStack Quantum. A prototype has been built to demonstrate cloud management
capabilities for best-in-class Ethernet fabrics built as a cloud solution with a Brocade
quantum plugin. Continuing the Brocade commitment to offering flexible architectures, this
prototype demonstrates Brocade extensions that enable OpenStack to orchestrate both
physical and logical networking resources as part of VM deployment to support multitiered
application topologies.
The key elements of the solution include:
• REST and Netconf APIs provided by VCS.
• Brocade extensions to OpenStack that create and manage Linux bridges to provide
connectivity between VMs and the physical network. This ensures that customers can
manage both virtual and physical networking resources through OpenStack and thus
preserve their investments.
• Brocade innovations such as Automatic Migration of Port Profiles (AMPP), which
automatically attaches the correct network policies to the port connected to the VM. Thus
customers can leverage the automation that VCS technology provides.
In future, OpenStack support will be extended to incorporate the VDX and the MLX platforms
so that enterprises and service providers can orchestrate not just within a Data Center but
also across Data Centers. This is part of the Brocade strategy to support open solutions for
cloud orchestration across the entire Brocade portfolio.
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Figure 3.
The Brocade proposed architecture to
support OpenStack.
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Conclusion
In rethinking the traditional architectural paradigm of physical network tiers of discrete
devices, Brocade first applied its fabric heritage to the Ethernet, extending the network’s
atomic unit from the single physical switch to multiple-node fabrics. Brocade VCS fabrics,
offering the same simplicity and resilience as Fibre Channel fabrics, provide the necessary
physical foundation for the next-stage network evolution.
Brocade has undertaken to evolve its entire portfolio, decoupling and opening up the data,
control, and management planes across multiple product lines in order to deliver truly cloudoptimized networks. The final result—a complete embrace of Software-Defined Networking—
will be a customizable, organically responsive, highly resilient network that can participate
naturally in modern virtualized environments.
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